REM25 & REM15
Wireless Remote Controls

REM25

REM15

The REM25 is a two-way wireless remote control that allows you to
safely arm and disarm your Paradox security system and receive
instant notification on your actions. It also allows you to verify the
status of your system from a distance.

The REM15 wireless remote control is a one-way device that can
transmit your actions to your Paradox security system. It provides
the same functionality as the REM25 but without the convenience
of feedback status and confirmation features.

The REM25 wireless remote offers convenient fingertip control.
With its two-way communication capabilities, the REM25 can
initiate communication requests directly to your Paradox security
system and receive acknowledgment confirmation for your request
on the current status of your system. You can rest assured that
your system is armed/disarmed and you can even view the status
– remotely. With the press of a single button, the REM25 allows
you to check the status, arm/disarm, and activate programmable
outputs like lights, garage doors, and more. The REM25 offers
secured encrypted disarm, meaning it cannot be copied by
potential intruders.

Features
}	Performs six (REM25) and five (REM15) different actions such
as arming and disarming your system, enabling and disabling
PGMs and providing system status
}	Secured encrypted disarm function
}	Action instant confirmation (REM25 only)
}	System status display (REM25 only)
} Provides system status memory (REM25 only)
}	Displays system status using visual (LED) and audible
feedback (REM25 only)

With the REM25 you get visual and audio feedback regarding
the result of your request (successful or failed action) and its
comfortable keys makes operation effortless. It also contains a
long-life lithium battery that is easy to replace and should last for
years with normal operation use.

} Supports StayD

The REM25 also delivers system status when momentarily
pressing the information (i) button. In return, the REM25 will
initiate communication with your Paradox system and will provide
you the status - Armed (red), Disarmed (green) Alarm or Alarm in
Memory (flashing red).

} REM25 available colors: black and white

The REM25 also offers a stylish, water-resistant design in two
different colors: black and white and is available in a 433 MHz or
868 MHz version.

} Available in 433 MHz or 868 MHz
} Water resistant
}	Easily replaceable long-life lithium battery that lasts for years
with normal operation use
} REM15 available colors: black and white
} CE, EN 50131 approved

REM25 & REM15 Overview
REM25

REM15
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Overview
}	LED and Audio Functionality
The REM25 performs up to six different functions (REM15 up
to five) that allow you to conveniently control your system at a
distance. With the REM25, when an action is performed you
will receive LED feedback and audible feedback results, thus
making the operation of your system easy and effortless.
}	Water Resistant
The REM25 and REM15 provide a water-resistant casing
ensuring the remotes are protected against accidental
splashes or rain.
}	Easily Replaceable Battery
Both remotes have an easily removable and replaceable
battery. Simply unscrew the back cover and replace with a new
3V lithium battery (CR2032).

Compatibility

4.8 cm
(1.9 in.)

1.1 cm
0.4 in.

Technical Specifications
Specifications

Description

RF Frequency

433 or 868 MHz

Battery Type

1 x 3V lithium battery (CR2032)

Wireless Range for
Typical Residential
Environment

30m (100 ft) to 50m (164 ft) - line of
sight (depending on receiver type)

Humidity

5 to 90%

Operating
Temperature

-10 to 55 ºC

Dimensions / Weight

Certification

REM25:
3.9 x 7.2 x 1.2 cm (1.5 x 2.8 x 0.5 in.)
REM15:
3.9 X 6.6 X 1.1 cm (1.5 X 2.6 X 0.4 in.)
REM25:
CE and C-Tick
REM15:
CE and EN 50131

For latest product compatibility visit paradox.com.
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